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Despite today’s intra-day update, a regular update is warranted. Yesterday, I was looking for a micro-5 wave to 

SPX2484/87 and we got that at the open today, after which the market started to sell-off: Figure 1A. The sell-off was 

such that it overlapped first with SPX2472; the first warning sign, and then with SPX2465, the most recent low and 

prior high; the 2nd warning sign. Why the 2nd? Because this overlap means today’s low was the first lower low since 

the SPX2405 low (see Figure 1B: 2405-2408-2413-2450-2465, and now 2460.) This then means the wave up off the 

SPX2465 low has completed; it cannot subdivide anymore as that would require yet another higher low. In addition, 

the largest pullback off the SPX2405 low was 32p (2440->2408), whereas the three other pullbacks were between 

13-19p. Today’s pullback was >24p. All suggest a top is in. For those who want to make sure major-3 topped: price 

has to drop below SPX2405 for 100% full confirmation; as then all of the 5 waves up off that low have been retraced 

and cannot be a 1st wave; therewith completing a full 5-waves up.  

Figure 1. SPX 1-min chart. Micro-5 of minute-v of minor-5 of intermediate-v of major-3 finished? Top is in!? 
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The S&P500 came within 1p of my ideal SPX2485-2505 target zone for a major-3 top and didn’t disapoint by selling 

off 1% intraday. This also satisfies the break out target (black box and arrow). We now have negative divergence on 

the daily RSI5, a renewed non-ideal A.I. sell signal (red dotted arrow down: non-ideal as not all 3 TIs that make up 

the A.I. dropped <80 from >80). The MACD and signal line are starting to point down. Price, however, is till above all 

important SMAs (5d to 200d), above the orange dotted long term uptrend line, and still within the green uptrend 

channel. Thus from that perspective there’s nothing bearish yet about the charts. In case major-3 topped, the ideal 

major-4 target zone is given (SPX2368-2296) based on typical 4th wave retrace levels.  

Figure 2. SPX daily chart: TIs now mostly pointing down, price still in uptrend and above all important SMAs. 
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Breath deteriorated today further and ended essentially at 0. Thus the SPX-SI (summation index of the McClellan 

Oscillator for the S&P500) is flattening out, albeit remains still on a buy. The dotted red line on the RSI14 shows 

possible similarties with June 2016 and Febraury 2017 setups. Hence, caution is adviced. Once the SPXMO becomes 

negative the SPXSI will turn south and give a sell-signal. However, so far the SPXSI is behaving as I anticiapted and 

warned about in advance: final 5th waves can give buy-signals but should not be chased by those who invest for the 

longer term. 

Figure 3. SPX-SI remains on a buy, but breadth barely positive, and thus the SPX-SI looks as to be topping out.  

 

In conclusion: The S&P500 came within 1p of my ideal SPX2485-2505 target zone I’ve had for months based on 

the major, intermediate, minor, and minute wave degrees’ Fib-extensions: see tables next page. Note that price 

came within 1.5p and 0.8p off the former two wave degrees 😊 strongly suggesting a top was struck. Although 1 

more wave up can not be entirely excluded, I find the odds low, as today’s SPX2460 low was the first lower-low 

since the SPX2405 minor-4 low, overlapped therefore with prior highs and lows (also in tech; albeit not shown 

today) and therefore does excluded any further extension of the wave up off the SPX2465 low. The daily charts 

are now starting to give sell signals, and market breadth appears to be rolling over to negative.  

For those who follow me on TWTR and/or check the Premium Member Updates page regularly, you will know 

that many stocks (especially big tech) are putting in significant tops (e.g. check FB, NFLX, AAPL charts today, AMZN 

AH today -down 3% and down 7% since today’s high, GOOGL’s drop on Tuesday, etc). Thus, my suggestions and 

forewarnings to re-assess longterm portfolios should hopefully not have fallen on deaf ears: forewarned is 

forearmed. If major-3 is in then major 4 should drop to around SPX2370-2300. A break back above SPX2484 means 

SPX2488-2508 is on tap. A break below SPX2460 targets 2450-2435. Major-3 is fully confirmed with a break below 

SPX2405. 
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